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Experience the difference polar polarInsulate your profits by  
your shipping costs

freezing

The Original

Accept no substitutes

Retail Display Unit eliminates the need for
additional handling while allowing you to 
merchandise items anywhere in the store.

”Polarize””Polarize”

INCREASE SALES!INCREASE SALES!

Special eventsSpecial events
Food service, Vending & Catering Operations rely on Polar 
Insulated Containers to handle and transport any temperature-
    sensitive items for parties, outdoor events and other type venues.

Call: DACO - (800) 345-3226
www.DACOcorp.com

Openly display product with or 
without optional sneeze guard

CONTACT:
DACO Corp.

(800) 345-3226
Tel: (425) 656-4505
Fax: (425) 656-4503

Special conditionsSpecial conditions
Dry ice usage is critical when...
...Polar Insulated containers are loaded into a non-refrigerated truck or van

0
...ambient temperature is extremely high (90 +)
...length of delivery is very long (12+ hours)
...number of stops and openings out of the container is very high



When do Polar Insulated 
containers make sense?
When do Polar Insulated 
containers make sense?

DistributionDistribution

Dry iceDry ice

Experience the ‘Polar’ Difference

When...
...ice cream or frozen items makes up
   less than 25% of total shipment
...multiple temperature zones
   are needed for a shipment
...ice cream is a critical part and
   most costly product to transport
...cross-docking is an important
   aspect of your operation

An excellent portable refrigerant to be used in 
conjunction with the Polar insulated containers.

Polar Chest or Upright Style Containers can be used
to transport frozen and perishable goods such as:

        -  Ice Cream
        -  Frozen Food
        -  Meats/Seafood
        -  Bakery
        -  Produce

Warehouse StorageWarehouse Storage

YY Ou may not need Freezer Trucks to store and distribute 
ice cream and other sub-zero temperature items

The Original

Accept no substitutes

Polar Insulated Containers can 
be used for picking up orders 
and  handling of products for 
shipment to stores as well as 
dry ice storage.
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